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The dark matter (DM) that appear* to be gravitational^ dominaut an 
ell astronomical scales larger than the cored of galaxies1'1 can be classified, on 
the basis of He characteristic free-streaming damping mass Afo, as hot [Mn ~ 
I0 1 !Af o), warm {Mp ~ I0"Afs), or cold (Mp < 10*M&). For the case of 
cold DM, the shape of the DM fluctuation epectrum is determined by (a) the 
primordial spectrum (on scales larger than the horiion), which is usually assumed 
to have a power spectrum or the form |fl*|J tt k* (inflationary models'" predict 
the "Zeldovicb spectrum* n = 1); and (b) ^tagspanaion*',1'' the stagnation of 
the growth of DM flncluatio&B tbat eater the horiion while the universe is still 
radiation-dominated, which flattens the fluctuation spectrum for M £ 10 l JA/K-

An attractive feature of the cold dark matter hypothesis is its considerable 
predictive power: the post-recombination fluctuation spectrum is calculable, and 
it in turn governs the formation of galaxies and clusters. Good agreement with 
the data is obtained for a Zeldovtcb spectrum of primordial fluctuation!). 

1. WHY COLD DM? 
There are strong astrophysics! arguments that the DM does not consist 

or any form of ordinary matter (*baryonsa).t" Although these arguments are 
not entirely compelling, they are sufficiently convincing to have motivated both 
astrophysicists and particle physicists to consider ser'ously the possibility that 
the DM consists of some other sort of matter. 

If a species of neutrino a the gravitationally dominant component of the 
universe, 1 M ' its mass m¥ = 100 n h2eV (where h = Bo/100 kma-lMpc~l lies 
in the range 1/2 < h < 1) implies a free-streaming damping mass Mp ~ iO,5Af> 
corresponding to hot DM. Siace fluctuations of galactic mccs — 10*-,*A&>, much 
smaller than Mp, are (strongly damped, galaaieo con only form in a neutrino-
dominated universe after fluctuations of supcrcluatcr nreco — 10 l sAf s have col-
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lapsed. Partly because this type of DM has bees the moat intensively studied, a 
Dumber of potential problems have been identified — for example, the late for
mation of BupercliiDter "pancakes*, at ^ & 2,"" which subsequently fragment 
into galaxies. However, the best limits on galaxy ages coming from globular clus
ters and other stellar populations, plus the possible association of QSO'e with ^ 
galactic nuclei, indicate that galaxy formation took place before * = 3.'"' This 
ia inconsistent with the "top-down* neutrino theory, in which supercmstsrs form 
before galaxies rather than after them. 

Another problem with the neutrino picture is that large clusters of galax
ies can accrete neutrinos more efficiently than ordinary galactic halosr which have 
lower escape velocities. One-dimensional numerical slmuUtions predict that the 
ratio of total to baryonic mass Af/Afj, should be ~ 5 times larger for clusters 
(~ 10l4Af, ) than for ordinary galaxies [M ~ 10 l sAf s )."" While then Is 
evidence that the mass-to-light ratio MjL does Increase with wale, there is also 
considerable evidence that the more physically meaningful ratio of total to lu
minous mass M/Minm remains constant from luge dusters through groups of 
galaxies, binary galaxies, and ordinary spiral*. (M) a B I, which is the mas* vis
ible in galactic Btars and gas plus hot, X-ray emitting gas, i < Mi, since an 
unknown fraction of the baryona is invisible—e.g., in the form of diffuse ionised 
intergalactic gas at T — 10* K.) 

This ia illustrated in Pig. 1, which presents the available data for MfL 
and M/Mltm. The fact that the total-to-luminous mass of rich clusters U similar 
to that of galaxies including their massive halos, even though the clutters' mass* 
to-ligbt ratio is larger, is due mainly to the different stellar population in the 
ellipticals, and the large contribution of X-ray emitting gas to Mtumi in rich 
clusters. (In very rich clusters such as Coma, there Is «* 2 - S times as much 
mass in hot gas as there is in etars.) 

Finally, preliminary velocity dispersion data for Draco, Carina, and Una 
Minor as well as theoretical arguments1"1 suggest that a significant amuttat 
of DM may reside in dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Because of tlae low velocity 
dispersion of dwarf galaxies, phase space constraints give a lower limit of tn > 
SOO eV for the mass of particles comprising this DM.1"1 The present velocity 
dispersion estimates are uncertain owing to possible stellar oscillations, mass 
outflow, and binary motions, but these effects can be discovered and eliminated 
with careful monitoring. The mass limit of SOO eV would rule out neutrinos 
as the halo DM in dwarf spheroidal galaxies. If we assume that the DM has 
essentially the same composition everywhere, as Is suggested by the constancy 
of M/A4„m in Fig. 1, then the DM is not neutrinos." 

The DM in the dwarf spheroidal halos is probably not warm DM either. 
Warm DM first collapses on a scale ~ 1&1M® with velocity dispersion a — 
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FIGURE 1. Maoto-lisht ratio, M/LD, and Sotal-tc-lttminoua mass, 
MjM far etractures of various cite in the universe. Although 
M(LB increases cyctematically with mats, the mare physically mean
ingful ratio MIMir„ appears to be constant on aU Kales within the 
errcra. 

10'fcm/ff, anu too little could be captured by dwarf epheroidalo, having a ~ 
10 km/e, to form the beav/ hnloa indicated by tho obcavationa. 

Bcddea tbo evidence just oummariucd agrunnt hot and warm DM, a fur
ther rcaeon to consider cold DM b the ewctence of csveral plausible physical 
candidates, including axiono of maa ~ 10 oV; isi.tt] heavy stable particles, 
ouch an the photiuo, with a mao *t> 0,5 GeV and very weah interactions;1"1 and 
primordial bladi hold'"1 with 1O,T0 i nvflff ^ MB.m Still another exotic cold 
DM candidate has recently bean pttpoot' by Wi»*en: "nu&jeto" cf o - 0 - d 
symmetric quarlt matter.1"1 Thcro u th^o no chcrit^ of cold DM candidate 
particles — although there b adtaittedly no direct evidence that any of them 
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actually arista. 

2- THE COLD DM FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM 
We will follow the current conventional wisdom and assume that the pri

mordial fluctuation were adiabatic. la the standard formulation, fluctuations 
S = Spjp grow aa 6 ~ c7 on scales larger than the horison, when a = (1 + M)~1 

is the scale factor normalised to 1 at the present. When a fluctuation eaten the 
horiion in the radiation-dominated era, the photons (together with the charged 
particles) oscillate as an acoustic wan, and the non-interacting neutrinos freely 
stream away (they are still relativistic, since to the cold DH cats their missns are 
< 30 eV). Aa a result, the main driving terms for the growth of SpM disappear 
and the growth accordingly stagnates ("stagspanslon") until matter dominates; 
see Fig. 2. Matter domination first occurs at z = *«,, where 

S t 1 = 4.2 X tO*AJ fl (1 + 0.«SW„)-1 

w 
= 2.5 x lfrW fl for N„ = 3 

The first study of the growth of cold DM fluctuations was the numerical 
calculations of Peebles,1* who for simplicity ignored neutrinos: N¥ = 0 in (1). 
Subsequent numerical calculations have included the* effects of the known neu-
trino species [Nv ~ 3, mv w 0) both outside and inside the hoiiMOa.t**'*'"1Mi 

Numerically, the largest effect of including neutrinos is the change in Mn. 
It is instructive to make the further approximation of setting tf7+» = &. = 

0 once a fluctuation is inside the horison. Then one can analytically match the 
solution for a > ai„rbci 

«OAf(<0 = -*iDi(o) + AiDt(a), (2) 
Z>i = 1 + L.5y where y = a/°«i • (3a) 

«—*$$&]"*+**• » 
to the growing mode &DM ~ a2 for a < matifBtl- Matching the derivatives 
requires A]Dj comparable to A\D\ but opposite m sign. Fbr o 3> akcri»B only 
the growing solution Di survives, which explains the moderate growth in Spfj 
between horiion crossing and matter dominance. In the limit of large k, one 
findB 6k CC k*fz~2tnk. Correspondingly, for M < Afc, ra lO1**^, the rma 
fluctuation in the mass within a random sphere containing average mass M Is 
6M/M X \lnM\il7. Some authors have considered only the Messaroe solution 
(3a) and erroneously inferred that the fluctuation spectrum would be essentially 
flat for M < Mt<> for a Zcldovich primordial spectrum, which would then be 
inconsistent with observations. 
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FIGURE 2. Nume&al remits for the growth of 6 = tf^Sk venras 
scale factor a for fiuctuuicsi of various marisE M = ^w*k~3pe. The 
curves are drawn for n = 1, 0 = n = 1, and a baryonic to total 
mass ratio of 0.1. The vertical line represents the value of a when 
the universe becomes matter dominated, and the dashed lino thorn 
the (constant for n s | ] value of f when each massscale crosses the 
horicon. These curves illustrate the stagnation of perturbation growth 
after email mats scales cross the horiion and th«a any at late times 
£(*) is nearly flat for large k (small Af). (From Ref. 6.} 

Our numerical results for 6M/M are ahowa in Fig. 3 for (1 = h - 1, 
assuming a 2eldovtm (ft = 1} cpeeirum (reflected in 6M/M «, W 1 ' 3 for M > 
Mj,). For either & or R leca than unity, i&tfM b comsohat flatter."'" 

3. GALA3RT AMD CLUSTER FORMATION 
The hsy features of galaxy formation In the cold DM picture are these: 

after recombination (at Sta « 1300) the amplitude of the baryonic fluctuations 
rapidly gram* to match that of the DM Quctaations; cmaUsr-mno fluctuation!} 
exa~> to Lonlinearity and virialice, and then "*9 hierarchically cluotercd tr<tbin 
successively larger bound cyctemoj and finally the ordinary matter in bound 
syetemo of total mas? ~ 10*" , J ,M e coob rapidly enough within their DM halos 
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FIGURE 3. The ran man fluctuations within * randomly placed 
sphere of radius A in a cold DM universe. The cum U normalised1* 
at B Mpc and assumes a primordial Zeldovieh (A = 1) fluctuation 
spectrum, and A = ft - 1. (From Ref. 2.) 

to form galaxies, while larger BUM fluctuations form dotted. 
At any maai acale Af, when the fluctuation 6U/U approaches unity, 

nonlinear gravitational effect* become important. The fluctuation then sep
arata from the Hubble expansion, peaches a maximum radius, and begins to 
contract. Spherically symmetric fluctuation*, for example, contract to about 
half their maximum nw*ii. During this contraction, violent nUxatton|1*, doe 
to tbe rapidly varying gravitational field converts enough potential energy into 
Kinetic energy for tbe virial theorem, (PE) = ~2(KE} , to be satisfied. After 
virlaUsation, the mean density within a fluctuation Is roughly eight time* the 
density corresponding to tbe maximum radius of expansion. 

Since the eold-DM fluctuation spectrum Wtf/Jtf b a decreasing function 
of M, smaller maas fluctuations will, on the avenge, become nonlinear and ba* 
gin to collapse at earlier times than laiger mass fluctuations. Small mas* bound 
systems are subsequently clustered within larger tnau systems, which go non
linear at a later time. Ibis hierarchical cluttering of smaller systems into larger 
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and yet larger gravltatianaUy bound systems begins st the barjmn Jeans m m 
(M;; ~ 10*Mr; at recombination) and continues until the present time. The 
baryonk substructure* witbla larger mas* clatters will be disrupted by subse
quent virinlization of the clusters unless significant mass segregation between 
b&ryoas and DH has occnred prior to cluster virialisation.. Hence, En order to 
maintain their csbtenec as a separate substructure, the baryons must cool and 
grswHationally condense within tbelr massive DM halos befon virialisatlon oc
curs en larger Kales. m 

Figure 4 shows the density of ordinary (baiyonic) matter versus internal 
kinetic energy (temperature) of typical fluctuations of various sites, just after 
virialisation, calculated from CAf/M of Fig. 3. This is superimposed upon the 
Rees-Ortriker'"1 cooling curves (for which cooling time equals gravitational free 
fall time) and data on galaxies (with kinetic energy determined from rotation 
velocity for spirals and velocity dispersion for ellipticals). 

Fluctuations that start with greater amplitude- than average will torn 
around earlier, at higher density, and thus lie below the virialisatlon curve on 
Fig. 4. As the baryona m a vitalised fluctuation dissipate, their density will 
initially increase at constant T within the surrounding isothermal halo of dis-
•ipatioDless material pM), and then T will increase as well when the baiyos 
dtnslty exceeds the DM density, w suggested by the dashed line in the figure. 
The Zeldovicb primordial spectrum is more consistent with the data on Fig. 4 
than an n = 2 (or n = 0) primordial spectrum, which lies too low (too high) on 
the figure compared to the galaxies. With the Zeldovich spectrum, the important 
conclusion is that one should observe dissipated systems with large haloe having 
total mass 10s Af0 & Af £ 10 l I M e . This to ersenViEEy the range of observed 
galaxy massa. 

While the nt,~ T diagram (Fig. 4) is usdul for comparing data and 
predictions with the cooling curves, it is also useful to consider total man M 
versus T, as in Fit.-. 5. This avoids having to take into account the differing 
amounts of baryonic dissipation suffered by various gatsxien. The heavy solid 
and dached curves again correspond to the .» = 1 cold DM epeetrutn, for (fl = 
1,A =» 0.5) and (fl = 0.2, h — 1) respectively. It b striking that the galanieo in 
the M- T diagram lie along linen of roughly the came olepe as thes curves. Thia 
cecura becaucs the effective elope of the n - 1 cold DM fluctuation epectrum in 
the calnsy macs range in n r / / « - 2 , which corresponds to the empirical Tully-
Fbher and Fnber-Jschcon lawo: M CC v*. The light danhed lines in Fig. 5 are 
the pewt-vlrialkation curves for primordial fluctuation cpectra with n = 0 (white 
cobe) and n = 2. Again, tho n = 1 (Zeldovich) spectrum b evidently the one 
that b most connintent with tbe data. 
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FIGURE 4. The baryonic density versus temperature ai root-mean-
squsre perturbations having total maia M become nonlinear and viri-
alise. The numbers on the tick marks are the logarithm of M in units 
of M Q . This curve assumes n = 1, n = h = 1, and a baiyonic to 
total mass ratio of 0.07. The region where baryons can cool within 
a dynamical time lies below the cooling curves. Also shown are the 
positions of observed galaxies, groups, and clusters of galaxies. The 
dashed line represents a possible evolutionary path for dissipating 
baryons. (From Ref. 2.) 
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FIGURE 5. Total mass hi versus virial temperature T. The quantity 
T is pV^fik, where /* is mean molecular weight (CJ 0.6 for ionised, 
primordial H + He) and k in Boltsmann's constant. Af for groups and 
clusters is total dynamical mass. For galaxies, M h acaumed to be 10 
A3*m (corresponding to Fig. 1). If dwarf spheroidals actually havo 
M/LB = 30, they may have suffered baryon stripping1"5 , in which 
case M is a lower limit (arrows). Details of the region occupied by 
massive galaxies are shown in the inset in upper left. 

Model curves represent the equilibria of cinctures that col-
lapss diaaipationlealy from the cold dark matter initial fluctuation 
cpectra with n = 1. The curvo labelsd 1<T refer tc fluctuatlona with 
6Mfhi equal to the nun value. Curves labeled G.Str, 2c, and 3a re
fer to fluctu&tiono having 0.5, 2, and 3 timec the rma value. Heavy 
curves fl s= I, A = 0.5; drifted curvo: fl = 0.2, h = lj thoo caeca 
were chosen to cpan the aGtropbycicaUy interesting range. In addition 
to the n = l curves, two lu curvea for n = 0 and n = 2 are alco chasm 
(light dc£h<2). 
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Major conclusions from the Ggure: 1) Either net of curves for 
n = 1 (Zeldovich spectrum) provides a good fit to the observations 
over 9 orders of magnitude in mass. Curvet with n=>0 and n = 2 do 
not fit as well. 2) The apparent gap between galaxies and groups and 
clusters in Fig. 4 (which stems from baryonic dissipation) vanishes in 
this figure, and the clustering hierarchy is smooth and unbroken from 
the smallest structures to the largest ones. 3} The Fisher-Tully and 
Faber-Jackson laws for galaxies (M OC V* or T7) arise naturally aa a 
consequence of the slope of the cold DM fluctuation spectrum In the 
mass region of galaxies. 4) Groups and clusters are distributed around 
the n = 1 loci about as expected. The apparent upward trend among 
the groups is not physically meaningful but arises from their selection 
as minimum-density enhancements (see constant-density arrow). S) 
The exact locations of galaxies are somewhat uncertain. In particu
lar, the temperatures of E's and SO's may be overestimated owing to 
the use of nuclear rather than global velocity dispersions. Taken at 
face value, however, the data suggest that early-type galaxies [E's and 
SO's) arise from high-Wlf/Af fluctuations, whereas late-type galaxies 
(Sc's and Irr's) arise from low-6Af/Af fluctuations. 6) Groups and 
clusters appear to Oil a wider band than galaxies. If real, this differ
ence may indicate that very weak, low-S&f/Mfluctuations on the mass 
scale of galaxies once existed but did not giv* rise to visible galaxies. 
This suggests further that galaxy formation, at least in some regions 
of the universe, may not have been fully complete and that galaxies 
are therefore not a reliable tracer of total mass. 7) There ssems to 
be a real trend along the Hubble sequence to increasing mass among 
eariy-type galaxies. Neither this trend nor the rather sharp demar
cation between galaxies and groups and clusters is fully understood. 
(This figure is from Ref. 7.) 

The points in Fig. 5 represent essentially all of the cluster* identified 
by Geller and Huchra"*1 in the CfA catalog within 5000 km s"1. The duster 
data lie about where they should on the diagram, and even the statistics of the 
distribution seem roughly to correspond to the expectations represented by the 
0.5,1,2, and 3a curves. 

Notice that spiral galaxies lie roughly along the la curve while elliptical 
galaxies lie along the 2? curve. Although this displacement Is not large com
pared to the uncertainties, it is consistent with the fact that more than half of 
all galaxies are spirals, while only about 15 percent are ellipticals. In hierarchical 
clustering scenarios, it seems likely that the higher a fluctuations will develop 
rather smaller angular momenta, as measured by the dimeosionleta parameter A 
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(= JEiG~lM-t). There a» two reasons for this: hifcb-overdensity fluctuations 
collapse earlier than average fluctuations, and are thca typically surrounded by 
a relatively honKJgcicons matter distribution;'**3 also, higher amplituda fluctua
tions are typically rounder'"1 and consequently have lower quadrupole moment*. 
Both effects result in leu torque. Thii difference appears to exist with either 
white ncise or a Gaiter spectrum, but to be somewhat larger in the latter caM. If 
high e flncftutienn have little angular momentum, their baryou can collapse by 
a large {actor in radius, forming high-density ellipticals and spheroidal bulges, 
as shown in Fig. 4. Since, with a flat spectrum, higher a fluctuations occur 
preferentially in denser regions defined to become rich dusters, one expects1"1 

to and more ellipicals there—as is observed.1"' Note that the rich clusters lie 
along the same 2 and 3? curves in Fi&. S as do the elliptical galaxies. 

Note also that while the galaxy data lies below the rms virialisatlon curve, 
the data on groups and clusters of galaxies lies more or less evenly wound it. 
This suggests that galaxy formation may be an inefficient process, with lower-
amplitude fluctuations of galaxy mass not giving rise to visible galaxies.M 

Presumably the collapse of the low-A protoeUipica) galaxies b halted by 
star formation well before a Battened disk can form, yielding a. stellar system 
of spheroidal shape. The mechanism governing the onset of star formation In 
these systems is unfortunately not yet understood, but may Involve »threshold 
effect which sets in when the barton density exceeds the DM faalo density by a 
sufficient factor.1"'"1 Dinks (spirals and Irregulars) form from average, higber-A 
protogalaxiea, which, for a given mass, air. larger and more diffuse than their 
protoelliptical counterparts. The collapse of disks thus occurs via relatively slow 
infall of baryona from — 103 kpc, baited by angular momentum. Jnfall from such 
distances is consistent both with the extent of dark halos inferred from observa
tions and with the high angular momenta of present-day disks (A «* 0.4).'**1 The 
location of the galaxies in Fig. A is consistent witL these ideas if the baryona in 
*U galaxies collapsed by roughly the same factor, about an order of magnitude, 
but somewhat teas for late-type irregulars and somewhat more for early-type E's 
and spheroidal bulges. 

It hen been theorised that the Hubble essence originates in the distri
bution of either the initial angular momenta or ctoo the initial dendtia'"1 of 
protogalaxieo. However, if overdencity and angular momentum are linked, uith 
the high-ff fluctuations having loner A, then tbea tno apparently competitive 
theories become the opposite aides of the came coin. 

It is interesting to ash whether the cold DM picture con account for the 
wide ran^e of morphologies displayed by cluotero o! jjolaxicj in X-ray'"1 and 
optical-band * obzervationn, ranging from regular, apparently relaxed config-
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orations to complex, multicomponeut structures, preliminary remits an «a* 
ccnragjng. In particular, simulations show that urge central eandentaikna form 
quickly and can grow by subsequent merger* to form cD galaxitt if most ef tat 
DM is is halo* around the baryonie substructures, ai expected for cold DM, bat 
not if the DM is distributed diffusely.t<T| 

Consider finally the difference in Fig, 6 between the solid and dashed 
lines. The dashed lines, representing a lower-density universe (O = 0.1), corn 
backward at the largest masses and lie far away from the circle representing the 
cores of the richest clusters, Abell classes 2 *ui 3. Since these regions of very 
high galaxy density contain at least several percent of the mass in the neivtme, 
the circle should Ue between the 2 and to lines (assuming Gaussian statistic*). 
It doen so for the solid (0 = 1) lines, but not for the dashed lines. At face value, 
this is evidence favoring an Einstein-de Sitter universe for cold DM. However, 
there are at least two reasons why this argument should probably not be taken 
too seriously. First, the velocity dispersions represented by the Abell duster 
circle in Fig. S correspond to the cluster cores. The model curves c« the other 
hand refer to the entire virialised cluster, over whkb the velocity dispersion is 
considerably lower (as indicated by the arrow attached to the circle In Fig. 5). 
Second, the assumption of spherical symmetry used in obtaining both sets of 
curves in the figure is only an approximation. Toe inititl collapse Is probably 
often quite anisotropic—more like a Zeldovich pancake than a sphere- It it 
therefore preferable to compare these data with N-body simulations rather than 
with the simple model represented by the curves in Fig. 5. Thk will require 
N-body simulations of large dynamical range, which can perhaps be achieved by 
putting many mass points into one cell of the fAtf-type simulations.'44 Until 
this becomes possible the data in the figure do not allow a clear-cut discrimination 
between the n = 0.2 and 0 = 1 cases, especially if the Hubble parameter h to 
allowed to vary simultaneously within the observattonaHy allowed range, as has 
been assumed. 

Other data are also relevant to the determination of fl, of coarse.n Ibr 
example, the latest observations of small-angle fluctuations in the cosmic back
ground radiation'"' imply"*'"1 O > Q.2h~*/3, unless there is significant reheating 
of the iatergalactic medium after recombination.1"1 

4. REMARKS 
A universe with — 10 times as much cold dark matter as baryonic matter 

provides a remarkably good fit to the observed universe. This model predicts 
roughly the observed mass range of galaxies, the dissipations! nature of galaxy 
collapse, and the observed Faber-Jackson and Tully-Fisher relations. It also 
gives dissipationleao gatectic halos and clusters. In addition, it may also provide 
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natural explanations for galaxy-environment correlations and for the difference 
in angular momenta between elliptical* and spiral galaxies. Finally, the cold 
DM picture seems reasonably consistent with the observed large-scale clustering, 
including eupeiclurtcrs and vo'di "" In short, it appears to be the best model 
presently available and merits doss scrutiny and testing In Sue future. 
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